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Rand note: the rand on the downside surprise in US payroll data late on Friday, with
US QE tapering now potentially seen to likely be pushed past November, to the
December FOMC meeting, giving EM currencies a reprieve
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•

The large market surprise on Friday’s US non-farm payrolls saw substantial US dollar
reaction, but also sparked some initial risk off, although the rand is now beginning to
strengthen as markets digest the news.

•

The US’s third wave of COVID-19 infections, and impact on the economy and in particular
on the jobs market, took many by surprise, and the paltry 194 000 jobs added was well
below the market’s expectations of 500 000 on the payroll system.

•

The rand and other EM currencies could see some further strength this week as market
players continue to digest the slew on employment data from the US, and what it means
for its QE tapering.

•

The US did see a better than expected unemployment rate in September, dropping to
4.8% from 5.1%, although this was impacted by some leaving the workforce as the
availability of labour remains a key issue for hiring in the US, and so is causing wage
gains.

•

That is, demand for labour in the US is particularly strong, and there was a large drop in
unemployed workers, so the jobs market picture is not as clear cut as the numbers initially
imply, and will lead to markets digesting the outcome over the course of this week.

•

However, with unemployment benefits expiring in the US, the labour market is expected
to show more convincing statistics of its overall recovery in Q4.21, and the collapse in the
third wave will help this as many have concerns over their health.

•

Additionally, September’s jobs figures are seen to be impacted by seasonal factors, which
will work out the system, seeing improvement later in the year. However, the Fed is
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unlikely to be in an inordinate rush to bring in tapering, and we expect it could start in
December.
•

That is, the debate around QE tapering will remain alive and indeed also likely focus on
the degree of monthly tapering likely to occur. Other data not fulfilling various, initial,
expectations has been the prolonged nature of elevated US, and global, inflation.

•

However, US inflation is likely to see marked subsidence next year, particularly in Q2.22
on base effects and tapering is certainly expected in Q1.21, although any delays will likely
give EM currencies reprieve and the rand may see some strength this week.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

That is, EM currencies in general may see strength over October, with data closely
watched as many believe a November QE taper in the US is not off the cards, although
Fed Chair Powell was reported to say he wants to see “a decent employment report”
before tapering.

•

Friday’s jobs data certainly muddies the water, and the remaining US data releases
between now and the November 2-3 FOMC meeting will be key, with many market players
still positioning for a November taper, and so there is room for market volatility, and
unwind.

•

That is, absent the start of QE tapering in November means there could be room for
substantial EM currency rallying, given the recent strength of Chair Powell’s
communications leaning towards monetary policy accommodation withdrawal in recent
weeks.

•

The concerns of the US running into its expenditure cliff have certainly lifted with the not
unexpected agreement in US congress recently to extend government’s borrowing ability
into December.

•

Bullish market expectations on US economic recovery, and so a quick advent of QE
tapering and indeed wind back on extraordinary US monetary support, remain in the
system, as many market players still continue to look forward to quick recovery.

•

Also not clear necessarily to markets in general is the Fed comments around inflation,
with previous statements around the likely transitory nature of elevated price pressures
calming market concerns on the very high levels of acceleration in US prices.
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•

However, while transitory means not permanent, and the base effects will certainly wear
off in Q2.21 and so see US inflation subside to a meaningful degree, many worry US
inflation has been elevated for potentially too long for the Fed, and expectations may be
rising.

•

The Fed will be aware of this, and the key considerations are likely to focus on wage price
pressures, components of GDP indicating the strength and sustainability of recovery and
improvements in the jobs market into year end.

•

EM currencies have weakened on higher US treasury yields and some lags in EM interest
rate hikes, with uncertainty in general increased for markets by Friday’s figures.
Nevertheless, there is space for some potential rand strength in Q4.21 now.
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